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Motivation


Global warming at the forefront of policy and social debates for some
time now
 COP21 and “Net Neutral” commitments
 The stated objective is to reduce carbon emissions sufficiently to avoid an

average temperature rise of more than 1.5 degrees Celsius by 2050
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The Climate Change Mitigation Challenge
Global emission gaps
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Major Challenge
– The world is producing about 40 GtCO2/year and is on
its way to double by 2050
– It must cut to almost zero at this time to achieve the 1.5
degree increase objective

Source: Climate Action Tracker Database, Global emissions time series, updated November 2017. Time series data for INDCs, 2C
consistent, 1.5C consistent time series are computed as medians of highest and lowest potential global emission level results.
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Motivation


Global warming at the forefront of policy and social debates for some
time now
 COP21 and “Net Neutral” commitments
 The stated objective is to reduce carbon emissions sufficiently to avoid an

average temperature rise of more than 1.5 degrees Celsius by 2050

 These commitments to reduce carbon emissions generate transition risk

for corporations

 Two dimensions of transition risk:
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1.

At what rate will carbon emissions decline; will they decline fast enough?

2.

How do investors’ perceptions and expectations about carbon risk evolve?

This Paper


Looks at a large panel of over 14,400 firms from 77 countries over
the 2005-2018 time period

Main Questions:


Do we observe systematic differences in returns between firms with
different exposures to carbon-transition risk?



How is carbon-transition risk priced across countries?

 What are the key drivers of carbon-transition risk?
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Data: Sources
Our primary database is largely a result of matching two data sets, by
Trucost and FactSet



Ø Trucost provides information on firm-level corporate carbon and other

greenhouse gas emissions globally. Follows the Greenhouse Gas Protocol that sets
the standards for measuring corporate emissions

Ø FactSet provides data on stock returns and corporate fundamentals globally



The matching produced 14,468 unique companies out of approx.
16,000 companies available in Trucost (about 99% of total market cap)



Representing 77 countries and spanning all industries
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Primer on Carbon Emissions
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Three different basic sources of carbon emissions from a company’s
operations and economic activity



Data on scope 1 and scope 2 emissions have been more
systematically reported



Although scope 3 emissions are the most important component of
companies’ emissions in a number of industries (e.g., automobile
manufacturing) they are the hardest to measure and assemble

Data: Firm-Level Emissions (Risk Quantity)
We consider two different measures of emissions across three scopes:



Ø Firm-level total emissions (in logs of tons of CO2): long-term risk
Ø Percentage changes in firm-level emissions: short-term risk
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1

Determinants of Carbon Emissions (Levels)
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Carbon Premia Measurement
 We estimate a pooled regression model á la Daniel & Titman (1997) with:
Ø monthly stock returns as a dependent variable
Ø carbon emissions as a main explanatory variable (observed on an annual basis)
Ø various firm-level characteristics as controls
Ø industry and firm fixed effects

 We include year-month and country fixed effects
 We double cluster standard errors at firm and year dimensions
 Coefficient of carbon emission measure identifies average carbon premium
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Estimating Carbon Premia (Levels)
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Estimating Carbon Premia (Changes)
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Country-level Determinants
 Does the geographic location matter for transition risk? Are markets for

carbon risk segmented?

Ø The short-term and long-term premium is present in most geographic locations

globally. Some cross-sectional variation in magnitudes

Ø Weaker results for countries from Africa and the Southern Hemisphere (Argentina,

Australia, Brazil, Chile, Nigeria, South Africa)

Ø Firm-level international (sectoral) diversification is less relevant for the risk

 Does the degree of a country’s development matter? Is carbon-transition risk

mainly a developed country issue?

Ø The degree of a country’s development does not differentially affect

long-term transition risk

Ø Firms located in countries with better development are exposed to smaller

short-term transition risk
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Decomposing Transition Risk
 Which elements of transition risk matter for asset prices?
 technological (energy mix) changes
 political environment/voice
 climate-related policy tightness

 Our state variables observed at the country level only. To strengthen

identification, we follow Rajan & Zingales (1998) and interact country-level
variables with firm-level measures of emissions (levels and changes)
 Empirical identification allows us to introduce country, industry, and firm fixed

effects

 Typical country-level omitted variables are less of an issue
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Decomposing Transition Risk: Results
 Energy mix and political environment matter for short-term transition risk
 Firms in countries with a greater transition advancement to green energy face

significantly lower transition risk

 Firms located in countries with more equal society are exposed to less risk
 Results consistent with: (a) technological risk being largely transitory; (b) political

environment’s cyclical nature

 Carbon policy tightness matters for long-term transition risk
 Firms in countries with greater policy tightness are exposed to more risk
 The effect significant for domestic policies and not international policy tightness
 Results consistent with: (a) policies’ lasting effects; (b) high coordination costs of

global policies (see, carbon tax discussion)
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Additional Tests: The Role of Salience
 Carbon-transition risk depends on investors’ awareness/beliefs about it.

Look at shocks to investors’ awareness:
 (1) Global-level (Paris Agreement)
 (2) Country-level (investors’ beliefs)
 (3) Industry-level (headline risk)

 ad. (1) Paris Agreement increases the average long-term transition risk
 consistent with PA driving climate policy framework

 ad. (2) Countries in Europe react less to Paris shock than do countries in

North America and Asia

 consistent with the view that Europe is ahead of other countries in the

transition

 ad. (3) Results similar or slightly stronger if we exclude industries exposed
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to headline risk (energy, utilities, and transportation)

Conclusions


Transition risk is already a material risk for investors & corporations
Ø Transition risk is difficult to measure: Focus on carbon footprint
Ø It is reflected both as a long-term and short-term risk
Ø The long-term premium is unrelated to economic development, energy mix, or

social environment; more related to domestic policy implementation

Ø The short-term premium is related to technology risk and social environment, less

so to policy implementation

Ø Importance of changing investor awareness/beliefs (especially post Paris)

• Carbon premium acts like a carbon tax
Ø Easier to leverage capital markets than political coalitions
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